
MOPNET Meeting 6University of BathMonday April 2nd to Tuesday April 3rd 2012AbstratsPatrik Joly (ENSTA ParisTeh)Mathematial modelling of non homogeneous oaxial ables for time domain simulationIn this work, we fous on the time-domain simulation of the propagation of eletromagneti waves innon-homogeneous lossy oaxial ables. This question has been motivated by a ollaboration with CEA-LISTabout the numerial modeling of non-destrutive testing by ultra-sounds. The main harateristi of suhables is that their transverse diretions are very small with respet to their length as well as the wavelength.As a onsequene, one would like to use a simpli�ed 1D model as an e�etive (or homogenised) model foreletromagneti propagation. In this work, we onstrut and justify rigorously suh a model by way ofan asymptoti analysis of time harmoni 3D Maxwell' s equations in suh a struture. The e�etive modelappears as a generalized wave equation with additional time onvolution terms that take into aount eletriand magneti losses. By this way, we justify and extend some models proposed in the eletrial engineeringliterature , in partiular the well-known telegraphist's equation. The properties of our limit model in timedomain will be analyzed and a stable disretization proess will be proposed. Some numerial aademinumerial simulations will be presented.Rafael Benguria (Universidad Católia de Chile)tbaCharles Johnson (The College of William and Mary)Eigenvalues, Multipliities and GraphsThe graph of an n-by-n real symmetri or omplex Hermitian matrix is an undireted graph on n verties,in whih there is an edge between i and j if and only if the i, j entry is nonzero. Given a graph G, we denoteby H(G) the set of all n-by-n Hermitian matries whose graph is G. The diagonal entries (whih must bereal) do not matter. L(G) denotes the lists of multipliities for the eigenvalues that our among matriesin H(G); these an be "ordered" by the numerial values of the eigenvalues of the underlying eigenvalues or"unordered" (simply given in numerial order of the multipliities themselves. We survey what is known aboutthese possible multipliities as a funtion of the graph, espeially in the ase of trees, inluding maximummultipliity, minimum number of distint eigenvalues, all multipliity lists for some lasses, minimum numberof multipliities = 1, et.Valeria Simonini (Università di Bologna)The rational Krylov subspae for parameter dependent systemsThe Rational Krylov Subspae has reently reeived onsiderable attention as a powerful tool for matrixfuntion evaluations and other problems involving large matries. In this talk we review some properties ofthese spaes, and their great potential within projetion-type methods for e�etively solving several impor-tant large-sale algebrai problems: we fous on general parameter-dependent matrix equations, and on theapproximation of the transfer funtion by projetion. Numerial experiments stemming from real appliationsshow the e�etiveness of the approah.



David Krej£i°ik (Nulear Physis Institute ASCR, Czeh Republi)Waveguides with non-Hermitian boundary onditionsWe develop a spetral analysis for the Laplaian in tubular neighbourhoods of hyperplanes with non-Hermitian omplex-symmetri Robin-type boundary onditions. Under the ondition that the heterogeneityof the boundary onditions is loal in a sense, we prove that the essential spetrum is real and stable,�nd su�ient onditions whih guarantee the existene of real weakly oupled eigenvalues and onstrutthe leading terms of their asymptoti expansions. The peuliar spetral properties observed in numerialexperiments are explained in the regime of the singular limit when the width of the neighbourhood diminishes.We fous on open problems related to non-perturbative proofs of the existene and absene of disretespetrum.Christiane Tretter (Universität Bern)Quadrati numerial range (QNR) of analyti blok operator matrix funtionsIn this talk the quadrati numerial range of analyti blok operator matrix funtions is presented. Themain results inlude the spetral inlusion property and resolvent estimates; they generalize orrespondingresults for the numerial range of operator funtions.Karl Meerbergen (KU Leuven)The solution of two-parameter eigenvalue problems arising from the determination of Hopf bifurations ofdynamial systemsThe detetion of a Hopf bifuration in a large sale dynamial system that depends on a physial parameteroften onsists of omputing the right-most eigenvalues for a sequene of large sparse eigenvalue problems. Wedisuss a method that omputes a value of the parameter that orresponds to a Hopf point without atuallyomputing right-most eigenvalues. This method utilises a ertain sum of Kroneker produts and involvesthe solution of matries of squared dimension. The proposed method is based on �nding purely imaginaryeigenvalues of a two-parameter eigenvalue problem. The problem is formulated as an inexat inverse iterationmethod that requires the solution of a sequene of Lyapunov equations with low rank right hand sides. It isthis last fat that makes the method feasible for large systems. We show numerial examples from Navies-Stokes equations and show a onnetion with the impliitly restarted Krylov method and the rational Krylovmethod.Emre Mengi (Koç University)Optimization of Eigenvalues of Hermitian Matrix Funtions and AppliationsThe main theme of this talk is a Hermitian matrix funtion depending on its parameters analytially. Wedesribe a numerial algorithm for the global optimization of a spei�ed eigenvalue of suh a Hermitian matrixfuntion over the spae of parameters. The algorithm is driven by piee-wise quadrati under-estimatorsfor the eigenvalue funtion, and loating their global minimizers. In the multi-dimensional ase the globalminimization of the piee-wise quadrati models an be posed as quadrati programs. The algorithm generatessequenes onverging to global optimizers at a linear rate in pratie. The seond part of the talk is devotedto spei� distane problems over the spae of matries leading to these eigenvalue optimization problems.We disuss problems suh as the distane to the nearest defetive matrix, and the distanes to matrix penilsand matrix polynomials with spei�ed eigenvalues, whih are motivated by sensitivity analysis in numeriallinear algebra as well as appliations in ontrol theory and signal proessing.This is a joint work with Mustafa Kili, E. Alper Yildirim, Mihael Karow, Daniel Kressner, Ivia Naki,Ninoslav Truhar.



Dmitri Vassiliev (UCL)Spetral theory of �rst order systems: an interfae between analysis and geometryWe onsider an ellipti self-adjoint �rst order pseudodi�erential operator ating on olumns of omplex-valued half-densities over a onneted ompat manifold without boundary. The eigenvalues of the prinipalsymbol are assumed to be simple but no assumptions are made on their sign, so the operator is not neessarilysemi-bounded. We study the following objets:a) the propagator (time-dependent operator whih solves the Cauhy problem for the dynami equation),b) the spetral funtion (sum of squares of Eulidean norms of eigenfuntions evaluated at a given point ofthe manifold, with summation arried out over all eigenvalues between zero and a positive lambda) and) the ounting funtion (number of eigenvalues between zero and a positive lambda).We derive expliit two-term asymptoti formulae for all three. For the propagator "asymptoti" is understoodas asymptoti in terms of smoothness, whereas for the spetral and ounting funtions "asymptoti" isunderstood as asymptoti with respet to the parameter lambda tending to plus in�nity. In performing thisanalysis we establish that all previous publiations on the subjet are either inorret or inomplete, theunderlying issue being that there is simply too muh di�erential geometry involved in the appliation ofmiroloal tehniques to systems.We then fous our attention on the speial ase of the massless Dira operator in dimension 3 and providesimple spetral theoreti haraterisations of this operator and orresponding ation (variational funtional).Charles Johnson (The College of William and Mary)New Generalizations of the Field of Values to Pairs of MatriesThe lassial �eld of values x∗Ax : x∗x = 1 is well studied (see Horn and Johnson, Topis in MatrixAnalysis) and has many nie properties and appliations. We survey reent work that generalizes the lassial�eld to pairs of matries in several ways by replaing x∗Ax with (x∗Ax)k(x∗Bx)j for integers j and k. Possibleshapes and generalizations of onvexity are the fous. The new generalizations are motivated by the ase
j = 1, k = −1, whih arose in numerial work with Lev Krukier.


